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To create a thorough project estimate, contractors need to gather pricing and 

data from multiple sources and ensure that data is reflected accurately in 

the bill. With Sedgwick’s T&M Estimator software, they can access all of the 

information needed to develop detailed estimates and connect seamlessly with 

T&M Pro, our billing software, ensuring consistency in the billing process.

Time and material  
estimating software

Making estimating easier 
With T&M Estimator, contractors can create a detailed 

estimate, rough order of magnitude (ROM) or not to exceed 

(NTE) quote using the software features built into the 

program. T&M Estimator includes many of the functions 

and safeguards contained in T&M Pro, giving contractors 

the ability to create accurate, consistent and transparent 

estimates before projects begin.

This innovative program allows contractors to create 

extremely detailed estimates and projections that include 

an appraisal of each billable category. T&M Estimator is 

a true asset to any company when it comes to project 

management. The key features below provide advantages 

for contractors:

• The software is aligned with the price lists and  

settings in T&M Pro, preventing billing errors and  

pricing differences

• The same files are used to create an estimate,  

ROM and NTE

• An estimate summary is created automatically  

and exported to T&M Pro for an estimate to  

actual comparison

• The program meets all industry standards

Time and material software solutions
T&M Estimator is part of T&M Pro Suite, a premier billing 

and data management system developed for the property 

loss industry. T&M Pro Suite combines several applications 

into one software suite to help contractors fully align 

commercial projects with billing and estimates. The system 

includes various options to help contractors complete 

bills for complex projects, develop detailed estimates 

and upload data while on the job. T&M Pro Suite can be 

used in any location and, once installed, web access is not 

needed. Additional benefits include on-site data validation, 

centralized project information and 24/7 technical support.

Industry expertise
We understand contractors’ needs when it comes to project 

billing and estimating because our software suite was built 

by Greg Dillon, a contractor who is also the industry's time 

and material expert. Our experienced team understands 

the field and ensures our intuitive applications work 

together seamlessly to provide a comprehensive system  

for contractors.

To learn more about T&M Estimator, contact:

P. 423.602.8672  

E. tmservices@sedgwick.com


